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1. Power button
2. Mute button
3. Charging/Power LED
4. External Mic port
5. Internal Mic
6. Hook for neck loop
7. Reset button
8. Charging port for Base Unit
9. Micro-USB charging port
10. Wireless pair button
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Charging the Wi-Mic

1. Turn o� the Wi-Mic.

2. Plug the micro-USB charger into micro-USB charging port of the Wi-Mic. RED charging/power 
LED lights up during charging.

 (Optional: The Wi-Mic can be charged when placed it into the charging port of the Base Unit.)

3. The charging/power LED is o� when charging is completed.
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Basic operation

Power On
Press and hold the power button for 2 seconds until GREEN power LED lights up.

Power o�
Press and hold the power button for 2 seconds until power LED is o�.

Mute On
To mute the internal/external Mic, press the mute button once. The GREEN power LED is �ashing when Wi-Mic is in mute mode.

Mute o�
To cancel the mute status of Wi-Mic, press mute button once. The GREEN power LED lights up and stops �ashing.
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Pairing with Personal Audio Enhancer (PAE-300)

1. Turn on both Wi-Mic and PAE-300.

2. First, press the TV function button on all of the PAE-300 needed for wireless pairing to set 
them into TV mode. Then, press and hold the Wireless Pair Button on those PAE-300 until the 
GREEN power LED on those PAE-300 is �ashing.

3. Second, press and hold the Wireless Pair Button of the Wi-Mic until the GREEN power LEDs on 
both PAE-300 and Wi-Mic are fast �ashing for pairing.

4. The GREEN power LEDs on both Wi-Mic and PAE-300 are lit solid when the pairing succeeds.

Note:
 please follow the above procedures; otherwise, it will result in pairing failure.
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How Wi-Mic Works

• Spokesman can speak to the internal mic on Wi-Mic. 
The voice of the spokesman will go through the 
Wi-Mic, and then is transmitted to all PAE-300 which 
are paired with the Wi-Mic. The PAE-300 users are able 
to listen to the spokesman’s voice through the 
PAE-300 headset.

• External mic can be used by inserting it into the 
external mic port on the Wi-Mic. Spokesman can 
speak to the external mic instead of the internal mic 
without holding the Wi-Mic all the time.

Wi-Mic
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Reset Wi-Mic

When the Wi-Mic cannot be operated in any situation, press the reset button by a small pin object 
to reset the Wi-Mic.
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